Marek Bieńczyk & Joanna Concejo
140 x 325 mm, 92 pages, hard cover, leporello 6.5 m long
A pair of brilliant characters, a pinch of humour and a charm of style
– Marek Bieńczyk, the winner of Nike, the most important literature
award in Poland - serves us a seemingly facetious tale
on happiness. „Happiness is nothing but trouble”,
says Not-So-Little Prince, producing numerous
reasons for the elusiveness of happiness. For Prickly Pear, happiness has the taste of pastries, pralines or the apple strudel. Amazing illustrations carry
the characters from the pastry shop into a new dimension: the borderline between walking and sleeping.
The book is a masterwork, a piece of art – for all ages.

Książę w cukierni

/ Prince in a Pastry Shop

Grand Prix The Best Book of the Year 2013 by IBBY Polish Section
Rights sold to: France, Korea
Olga Tokarczuk & Joanna Concejo
202 x 217 mm, 48 pages + 4 calques, hard cover
Once there was a man who used to work very hard
and very quickly and he left his soul far behind him.
Without a soul, he actually lived quite well – he slept,
ate, worked, drove a car and even played tennis. Sometimes, however, he had the impression that everything was too flat around him, as if he were moving
on a smooth sheet of paper from the math notebook,
a sheet of paper covered with regular grids...

A touching story about waiting, patience
and mindfulness – for all ages.

Zgubiona dusza

/ The Lost Soul

Olga Tokarczuk is one of the most critically acclaimed and commercially successful Polish writers of her generation,
translated into a dozen languages.
Joanna Concejo is author and illustrator of books published in Poland, France, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, South Korea.

Bologna Ragazzi Award 2018 / Mention (fiction)
Rights sold to: Italy, France, Korea, Spain, China

Wojciech Widłak & Paweł Pawlak
140 x 206 mm, 40 pages, hard cover / age 9+
A beautiful story in which the fairy tale
world interweaves with the world hidden inside every one of us. It is a story for younger readers who will listen to it with wonder,
dreaming of magical encounters, and those
grown-up ones who can still picture the different colours of life – both sad and joyful.

Sekretne życie Krasnali w Wielkich Kapeluszach

/ A secret life of Dwarfs in Big Hats

Best Book by The IBBY Polish Section’s Award (nomination)
Grand Prix by Konstanty Ildefons Gałczynski Foundation
Best Book – Raczynski Librery Award (special mention)
Rights sold to: France
Przemysław Wechterowicz & Marta Ignerska
238 x 335 mm, 48 pages, hard cover / age 5+
An extraordinary contrast between daily life and
festivity: the book’s huge format means you can
not look at it in an odd moment, on the bus or
in a queue – it has to be something you do deliberately, which is in contrast to its „sketchy”
style and light, open form. This book, telling the
dreams of animals, objects, buildings and plants,
has verve and is superbly funny. It encourages
thought and creative play. Awarded for its wealth
of forms and for inviting the reader into a world
of lively artistic imagination.

Wielkie marzenia

/ Great Dreams

The IBBY Polish Section’s Award / special mention
Association of Polish Publishers Award / special mention
The White Ravens, Seoul International Book Fair Honorable Mention
Rights sold to: France, Brasil, Korea
Gerard Moncomble & Paweł Pawlak
205 mm x 285 mm, 40 pages, hard cover,
65 stickers included! / age 5+
In Postman Arthur’s enormous bag,
among many parcels and postcards,
is one particular letter.
Mysterious. Enigmatic. A phantom letter!
Who has sent it? To whom? And why?
Arthur must find out.
He wants to solve this
unusual mystery.
Do you also want to try?
Rights sold to: France
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/ Postman Arthur’s Enigmatic Envelope

